
 

 

 1 

Draft agenda, OBESSU COMEM 2017 2 

Prague, Czech Republic, 17 – 18 November 2017 3 

 4 

Day 1, Friday 17th of November  5 

1. Opening of the COMEM  6 

Board Member Ferre opens and introduces the Council of Members (COMEM) of OBESSU. 7 

The roll call is made, and voting cards are distributed in alphabetical order to the organisations present. 8 

Yellow cards are given to the Member Organisations (MOs) with the right to vote and blue cards to the 9 

Candidate Organisations (COs) with the right to speak, according to the payment of the Annual Financial 10 

Contribution. 11 

 12 

 13 

First Roll Call:   14 

 15 

AKS, UDS, SIF, EEO, ISSU, CNE, SUS, UNEL, CANAE, ASUBIH, LMS, ESCU, MAKOSZ, DGS, VSK, CSU, USO 16 

 17 

I addition, RSM, CEF and UEM are present as candidate Organisations and; KYC and SVB are present as 18 

Affiliate Organisations. They are not included in lists of roll calls. 19 

 20 

There are 17 MOs present, 3 Candidate Organisation and 2 Affiliate Organisations. 21 

2. Election of the Chairperson 22 

The Board proposes Álvaro Ferrer Blanco, former MC member of OBESSU, former International Officer 23 

from CANAE, to be the Chairperson of the COMEM. 24 

The COMEM approves the Chairperson by acclamation. 25 

The Chairperson welcomes the delegates and he briefly shares his experience in OBESSU. He also gives 26 

practical information about the COMEM, and the deadline for resolutions and urgent motions, which is 27 

Saturday 18th of November at 9:30 am. 28 

3. Election of the minute-taker 29 

The Board proposes Giorgio Tessadri and Susan Reyes, members of OBESSU Secretariat to be the 30 

minute-takers of the COMEM.  31 

The COMEM approves the minute-takers by acclamation. 32 



 

 

4. Election of the Ballot Committee 33 

 34 

The Chairperson explains the role and function of Ballot Committee.  35 

He explains that the COMEM has to decide on the composition of the Ballot Committee. He suggests a 36 

Ballot Committee of 3 people, from the affiliate organisations or extra delegates from candidate 37 

organisations. 38 

Paul from UEM, Xavier from USO and Morten from DGS are proposed. 39 

The COMEM elects the ballot committee by acclamation. 40 

5. Legality of COMEM and adoption of the Agenda  41 

For the COMEM to be legal, 50% plus 1 of the total number of OBESSU members has to be present, and 42 

at least one Board member is present. 43 

 At this COMEM, 22 Organisations and all Board members are present, which satisfies the legality 44 

criterion. Furthermore, all deadlines leading up to the COMEM were kept. No protests are made known 45 

and therefore the Chairperson confirms the legality of the COMEM. 46 

The Chairperson explains the agenda.  47 

 48 

FERRE: The Board made a slight change to the agenda, we moved the closing event of the 49 

#GenerationFreeEducation campaign, to be first on the agenda, and the amendments will be before 50 

lunch.  51 

The Agenda of the COMEM is approved by acclamation. 52 

 53 

The Chairperson suggests voting on the right of the second delegates of the MOs present in the room to 54 

be able to speak, not just the official delegates. 55 

The proposal of the Chairperson is approved by acclamation. 56 

 57 

The Chair suggests allowing the Affiliate organisations KYC, SVB and UEM to have the right to speak 58 

during the COMEM. 59 

KYC, SVB and UEM has been granted the right to speak in the COMEM by acclamation. 60 

 61 

There are no comments or questions. 62 

6. Voting right for Member Organisations failing to pay the Annual Financial 63 

Contribution 64 

The Chairperson explains that according to the Statutes, only Member Organisations which have paid 65 

the Annual Financial Contribution (AFC) have the right to vote. There are two MOs present that have 66 

failed to pay, these are CANAE and CSU.  67 



 

 

One delegate from each organisation has the chance to explain why their organisation has failed to pay 68 

the AFC on time. The COMEM will vote on whether to grant the right to vote/speak. To pass, a simple 69 

majority is needed.  70 

A secret ballot is requested for this.  71 

The organisations concerned make a brief explanation: 72 

 CANAE explains the reasons why they failed to pay. He says that they haven´t noticed about 73 

this issue, because their former IO wasn’t active, and that was also an error of communication. 74 

He said that it could not because of those two problems, but that they have the intention to pay, 75 

and that they are sorry for it. They will pay, if we can, after this event. 76 

 77 

The Chairperson opens the floor for questions. 78 

SUS: Wasn’t this issue the same in the general assembly? So It is the second time they are 79 

saying sorry. 80 

EEO: When do you think you can pay? 81 

CANAE: When we have the money, we will pay as soon as possible. 82 

 83 

 CSU explains the reasons why they failed to pay. The IO said they that their organisation made 84 

steps they decided to take, and that they already had a meeting with the OBESSU Board to tell 85 

them their concerns, and that it will discussed the next day in the COMEM. They also said that 86 

maybe the steps they took, probably were not appropriate and that is why she is there.  87 

 88 

The Chairperson opens the floor for questions. 89 

 90 

 DGS: Is there any problem between your MO and the Board of OBESSU, that is why you haven’t 91 

pay? 92 

 UNEL: Is it an act of revolution or it is because you cannot pay? 93 

 CSU: Thank you for the questions. It is not as much of a conflict, we just made a sort of 94 

reflexion, that its more our facility with OBESSU, its quite a complicated situation, and that will 95 

be discussed on Saturday. It wasn’t because we couldn’t pay. 96 

 FERRE: On the proposal of CSU, we gave them the time to discuss their concerns tomorrow. 97 

Now you can discuss the financial part. 98 

 CSU: We didn’t feel that what we were paying was satisfying our concerns, so we didn’t 99 

appreciate it, it is true that we were quite inactive on Basecamp since the international agenda 100 

It is a small item on our agenda, but still.  101 

We also found out that not paying will be a good solution to capture attention, to point out our 102 

concern. She also says as a conclusion, that they will probably going to pay, but that cannot 103 

confirm it now because they haven’t discussed it with their Board yet. 104 

 105 

The Chairperson opens the floor for general comments: 106 

 107 



 

 

 FERRE: As a clarification, we will have time to discuss their concerns tomorrow. We as the 108 

Board neither the Secretariat knew this was related to this issue. 109 

 UNEL:  Asks for a secret ballot. 110 

 111 

 112 

Delegates from CANAE and CSU leave the room. 113 

 114 

 EEO: About CSU, I think that they haven’t made a decision about the payment yet, so we should 115 

vote against their right to vote. 116 

 DGS: So connected to the point, we will only know about their concerns tomorrow, so It is 117 

difficult to have an opinion about it. 118 

 Larissa: Just to clarify, tomorrow we will have a discussion about membership organisations. 119 

CSU told us that their concerns were that they weren’t hear as an organisation. So tomorrow we 120 

are going to discuss about our ways to get a successful membership. We would like to find out 121 

better ways of addressing it. 122 

 UNEL: About CSU, they did not say anything about why they haven’t pay. I think they should not 123 

vote for those reasons. 124 

 SUS: For CANAE, the issue It is that it`s the second time they haven’t pay, and it´s just an act of 125 

irresponsibility, I’m voting against CANAE. 126 

 FERRE: CANAE was not present on the GA 2017. 127 

 SUS: OH ok, sorry. Didn’t knew about it. 128 

 UNEL: About CANAE, everyone in the organisations knows how this world is, they said they are 129 

going to pay, so for us is not a problem to give them the right to vote. 130 

 131 

Roll Call:   132 

 133 

AKS , UDS, SIF, EEO, ISSU , CNE, SUS, UNEL, ASUBIH, LMS, ESCU, MAKOSZ, DGS, VSK, USO. 134 

 

I addition, RSM, CEF and UEM are present as Candidate Organisations and; KYC and SVB are present as 135 

Affiliate Organisations. They are not included in lists of roll calls. 136 

 137 

There are 15 MOs present, 3 Candidate Organisation and 2 Affiliate Organisations. 138 

The ballot committee collects the vote and leaves the room to count the votes.  139 

The Ballot Committee comes back with the results: 140 

 CANAE: 14 votes in favour of giving the MO voting right, 1 vote against and 0 abstentions. 141 

 CSU: 5 votes in favour of giving the MO voting right, 8 votes against, and 2 abstentions. 142 

CANAE has been granted the right to vote.  143 

Now we have 16 MOs with the right to vote.  144 

 145 

7. Adoption of Internal Regulations 146 

The Chairperson introduces the Internal Regulations of Statutory Meetings. 147 



 

 

 148 

The Board proposes to adopt the internal regulations without discussion. 149 

 150 

The Internal regulations for the COMEM of OBESSU are adopted by acclamation. 151 

 152 

 153 

Coffee Break 154 

 155 

8. Presentation of the report of the General Assembly 2017 156 

Roll Call:   157 

AKS, UDS, SIF, EEO, ISSU, CNE, SUS, UNEL, CANAE, ASUBIH, LMS, ESCU, MAKOSZ, DGS, VSK, USO 158 

 159 

I addition, CSU is present without the right to vote; RSM, CEF and UEM are present as candidate 160 

Organisations and; KYC and SVB are present as Affiliate Organisations. They are not included in lists of 161 

roll calls. 162 

 163 

There are 17 MOs present, 3 Candidate Organisation and 2 Affiliate Organisations 164 

The Chairperson explains that the main results of the GA 2017 will be briefly presented by Art from 165 

ISSU. 166 

9. Adoption of the minutes from the General Assembly 2017 167 

FERRE: We are looking for someone that is sure that will attend the COMEM 2018 and will like to give 168 

the report of this COMEM.  169 

Laurits from DGS volunteer as the minute taker of the COMEM 2017 170 

MC: Where can we find the minutes of the GA? 171 

FERRE: The minutes of the GA, were published on the website and Basecamp. 172 

There are no more comments or questions. 173 

The proposal is accepted by the MOs, COs and AOs. 174 

The meeting minutes of the GA 2017 are adopted by acclamation. 175 

 176 

10. Amendments & proposals part I 177 

 178 

Sara, Lasse and Larissa from the Board present the OBESSU Implementation Plan 2018. 179 

The Chairperson opens the floor for questions and general comments. 180 



 

 

DGS: Is there anything special on the European situation at the moment? 181 

EEO: As an IO, we would like to see OBESSU planning events more ahead, so we can attend all the 182 

events. 183 

RSM: My union is really happy about this implementation plan, particularly about IT, I can say my union 184 

would like to participate as much as possible on these things.  185 

SARA: We did a welfare research last year, so our working group will work on that. It is also on our 186 

website so you can see it there. 187 

LASSE: About planning it is a bit difficult because we need to get funding, but we will try our best. 188 

DGS: As far as I can see the TCIO its not there, so you can talk about this. 189 

ROB: The TCIO It is actually on the work plan from this year. At the moment we have applied to a 190 

different grant and we are still waiting for the results of it. However we have an online training that you 191 

can apply for the IOs. The TCIO It is hopefully going to happen early next year, pending the funding. 192 

Proceed to vote:  193 

In favour: 16 194 

Against: 0 195 

Abstentions: 0 196 

The implementation plan 2018 has been adopted. 197 

 198 

The chair opens the floor to the Board to explain their amendments.  199 

AMENDMENTS TO POLICY PAPER ON ICT EDUCATION AND OBESSU 200 

Amendment #1 201 

Supporting 

Organisation(s) 

BOARD 

Document amended  Statutes    Internal Regulations   Work Plan 2015-2017 Political 

Platform Policy Paper on ICT Education and OBESSU 

Line(s) 1 

Amendment REPLACE “Policy Paper on ICT Education and OBESSU” 

WITH “Education & Digitalization: the school students’ perspective” 

Rationale The term ‘digital’ fits better with the contemporary vocabulary and allows 

the paper to discuss the topic more holistically than with the term ICT 

which is quite narrow. The digitalization of education goes further than 

only having ICT materials in the classroom and learning how to use ICT 

materials.  

 202 



 

 

There are no more comments or questions and the Chairperson calls the vote.  203 

 204 

Proceed to vote:  205 

In favour: 16 206 

Against: 0 207 

Abstentions: 0 208 

The amendment has been carried. 209 

 210 

Amendment #2 211 

Supporting 

Organisation(s) 

BOARD 

Document amended  Statutes    Internal Regulations   Work Plan 2015-2017  Political 

Platform Policy Paper on ICT Education and OBESSU 

Line(s) 7 

Amendment REPLACE Information and Communications Technology (in this 

document referred as ICT) 

WITH Digital  

Rationale idem 

 212 

There are no more comments or questions and the Chairperson calls the vote.  213 

 214 

Proceed to vote:  215 

In favour: 16 216 

Against: 0 217 

Abstentions: 0 218 

The amendment has been carried. 219 

 220 

Amendment #3 221 

Supporting 

Organisation(s) 

BOARD 

Document amended  Statutes    Internal Regulations   Work Plan 2015-2017  Political 

Platform Policy Paper on ICT Education and OBESSU 

Line(s) 8 

Amendment REPLACE in the European level is a rising topic among different 



 

 

institutions and decision makers. 

WITH is a popular topic among different institutions, decision makers 

and stakeholders both at the European and national level. 

Rationale The use of OBESSU policy papers is not limited to the European level, 

certainly with this topic which is quite present on the national level. We 

want to encourage all the organizations in the OBESSU network to make 

use of this policy paper in their own advocacy work.  

 222 

FERRE: We really want to encourage that you use all these documents in your national context. 223 

There are no more comments or questions and the Chairperson calls the vote.  224 

 225 

Proceed to vote:  226 

In favour: 16 227 

Against: 0 228 

Abstentions: 0 229 

The amendment has been carried. 230 

 231 

Amendment #4 232 

Supporting 

Organisation(s) 

BOARD 

Document amended  Statutes    Internal Regulations   Work Plan 2015-2017  Political 

Platform Policy Paper on ICT Education and OBESSU 

Line(s) 10; 12; 14; 15 

Amendment REPLACE ICT 

WITH Digital 

Rationale Idem as first amendment 

 233 

There are no comments or questions and the Chairperson calls the vote.  234 

 235 

Proceed to vote:  236 

In favour: 16 237 

Against: 0 238 

Abstentions: 0 239 

The amendment has been carried. 240 

 241 



 

 

Amendment #5 242 

Supporting 

Organisation(s) 

BOARD 

Document amended  Statutes    Internal Regulations   Work Plan 2015-2017  Political 

Platform Policy Paper on ICT Education and OBESSU 

Line(s) 17 

Amendment REPLACE Basic skills in ICT 

WITH basic digital skills  

Rationale Idem as first amendment 

 243 

CANAE: I do not know if we can put all these amendments together as they are going on the same line. 244 

FERRE: No I do not think we can, sorry.  245 

STEFAN: I would like to change the voting procedure, so only the people who are against raise their 246 

cards.  247 

The floor agrees. 248 

There are no more comments or questions and the Chairperson calls the vote.  249 

 250 

Proceed to vote:  251 

In favour: 16 252 

Against: 0 253 

Abstentions: 0 254 

The amendment has been carried. 255 

 256 

Amendment #6 257 

Supporting 

Organisation(s) 

BOARD 

Document amended  Statutes    Internal Regulations   Work Plan 2015-2017  Political 

Platform Policy Paper on ICT Education and OBESSU 

Line(s) 26; 27; 28; 31; 44; 46; 47; 51 

Amendment REPLACE ICT 

WITH Digital tools and methods 



 

 

Rationale Idem as first amendment 

 258 

There are no comments or questions and the Chairperson calls the vote.  259 

Proceed to vote:  260 

In favour: 16 261 

Against: 0 262 

Abstentions: 0 263 

The amendment has been carried. 264 

 265 

Amendment #7 266 

Supporting 

Organisation(s) 

BOARD 

Document amended  Statutes    Internal Regulations   Work Plan 2015-2017  Political 

Platform Policy Paper on ICT Education and OBESSU 

Line(s) 29 

Amendment REPLACE learning ICT 

WITH acquiring digital skills and learning about digitalization. 

 

Rationale Idem as first amendment 

 267 

FERRE: We do not only want to encourage students about ICT, but as a digitalisation in overall, so there 268 

is a slight change here. 269 

There are no more comments or questions and the Chairperson calls the vote.  270 

 271 

Proceed to vote:  272 

In favour: 16 273 

Against: 0 274 

Abstentions: 0 275 

The amendment has been carried. 276 

 277 

 278 

Amendment #8 279 

Supporting BOARD 



 

 

Organisation(s) 

Document amended  Statutes    Internal Regulations   Work Plan 2015-2017  Political 

Platform Policy Paper on ICT Education and OBESSU 

Line(s) 34-35 

Amendment REPLACE ICT material 

WITH technology 

Rationale Idem as first amendment 

 280 

There are no comments or questions and the Chairperson calls the vote.  281 

 282 

Proceed to vote:  283 

In favour: 16 284 

Against: 0 285 

Abstentions: 0 286 

The amendment has been carried. 287 

 288 

Amendment #9 289 

Supporting 

Organisation(s) 

BOARD 

Document amended  Statutes    Internal Regulations   Work Plan 2015-2017  Political 

Platform Policy Paper on ICT Education and OBESSU 

Line(s) 43-44 

Amendment REPLACE “applications of ICT in education” 

WITH “digitalization of education” 

Rationale Idem as first amendment 

 290 

There are no comments or questions and the Chairperson calls the vote.  291 

 292 

Proceed to vote:  293 

In favour: 16 294 

Against: 0 295 

Abstentions: 0 296 

The amendment has been carried. 297 



 

 

 298 

Amendment #10 299 

Supporting 

Organisation(s) 

BOARD 

Document amended  Statutes    Internal Regulations   Work Plan 2015-2017  Political 

Platform Policy Paper on ICT Education and OBESSU 

Line(s) 57 

Amendment REPLACE “Interactive learning environments” 

WITH “Digital teaching methods to provide an interactive learning 

environment” 

Rationale Requesting ‘interactive learning environments’ as such is not clear 

enough in the framework of this paper. Education can be interactive also 

without the use of digital tools and methods.  

 300 

FERRE: Here as it is written, It is not clear enough. This is again a slight change of meaning. We as 301 

school students have doubts and questions marks about the trend of digitalisation. 302 

There are no comments or questions and the Chairperson calls the vote.  303 

 304 

Proceed to vote:  305 

In favour: 16 306 

Against: 0 307 

Abstentions: 0 308 

The amendment has been carried. 309 

 310 

Amendment #11 311 

Supporting 

Organisation(s) 

BOARD 

Document amended  Statutes    Internal Regulations   Work Plan 2015-2017  Political 

Platform Policy Paper on ICT Education and OBESSU 

Line(s) 58 

Amendment REPLACE “Inclusion of ICT in all subjects” 

WITH “The use of digital tools and methods in all subjects if it has an 

added value and caters individual learners’ needs.” 



 

 

Rationale The added value should be clear; digitalization should not be an aim in 

itself. It should be there to help students learn.  

 312 

FERRE: This is to answer this trend about European police about digitalisation. 313 

There are no comments or questions and the Chairperson calls the vote.  314 

 315 

Proceed to vote:  316 

In favour: 16 317 

Against: 0 318 

Abstentions: 0 319 

The amendment has been carried. 320 

321 

The chair opens the floor to vote for this policy paper. 322 

Proceed to vote:  323 

In favour: 16 324 

Against: 0 325 

Abstentions: 0 326 

        The policy paper has been adopted. 327 

328 

11. Amendments & proposals part II 329 

AMENDMENTS TO THE POLITICAL PLATFORM  330 

The Chairperson explains that amendments are adopted by simple majority. He explains the rules 331 

of the debates. 332 

 333 

ELA Secretary General: The version we sent, it is not the final one of the political platform, we are 334 

very sorry for that, it was a mistake from the Secretariat. However we believe that you can still 335 

discuss the amendments about the political platform. 336 

 337 

The chair opens the floor to discuss all the amendments. 338 

 339 

Votes in favour: 16 340 

Against:0 341 

Abstention: 0 342 

The amendments will be discussed. 343 

 344 

 345 

Amendment #1 346 



 

 

Supporting 

Organisation(s) 

MAKOSZ 

Document amended  
Political Platform  

 

Line(s)  
23 

 

Amendment REPLACE  “has to”  WITH “should“  

Rationale We find the original formulation to be excessively aggressive. 

 347 

UNEL: It really does not change the meaning, if we say that we are an umbrella for school students 348 

unions then it does make sense. 349 

AKS: School students are not the expert on the field of education, that is why OBESSU is 350 

representing us; this does not express necessarily the need of this. Has nothing to do with being 351 

aggressive, it is the task of OBESSU. 352 

MAKOSZ: There is no legal document to accept us as the official representation of school student 353 

unions, ideally it should be represented as the experts of education, but that is another debate. I 354 

would suggest closing the speaking list. 355 

CANAE: I think it is adapted to what we want to do and what are our objectives, so it is important 356 

that OBESSU has to be a reference on this subject. 357 

UDS: The strong point of OBESSU it is that we represent school student unions. 358 

UNEL: It will be very scandalous if an NGO cannot represent a cause, it would go against 359 

democracy. That is why we have this because together we are stronger. 360 

 361 

There are no comments or questions and the Chairperson calls the vote.  362 

 363 

Proceed to vote:  364 

In favour: 2 365 

Against: 10 366 

Abstentions: 4 367 

The amendment has been rejected. 368 

 369 

          Lunch 370 

 371 

Roll Call:   372 

 373 

AKS ,UDS, SIF, EEO, ISSU, CNE, SUS, UNEL, CANAE, ASUBIH, LMS, ESCU, MAKOSZ, DGS, VSK, USO 374 

 375 

I addition, CSU is present without the right to vote; RSM, CEF and UEM are present as candidate 376 

Organisations and; KYC and SVB are present as Affiliate Organisations. They are not included in 377 

lists of roll calls. 378 

 379 

There are 17 MOs present, 3 Candidate Organisation and 2 Affiliate Organisations 380 

 381 



 

 

Amendment #2 382 

Supporting 

Organisation(s) 

UNEL 

Document amended  
Political Platform  

 

Line(s)  
85 

 

Amendment  
ADD: European wide Citizenship education accessible to all students, 
which also focuses on combatting intolerance through fostering: 
mutual understanding, respect and solidarity  
AFTER:in Europe;  

 

Rationale It is a section about ‘School as the basis for democracy and active 
citizenship’. Throughout the passage, it is highlighted that active 
citizenship and youth participation are important from a societal point of 
view and that they need to be more present in school structures. As such 
we find it important that citizenship education is offered to increase 
youth participation, learn about democratic structures also within 
schools etc. also its focus on tolerance, solidarity and respect are 
important and are mentioned in other sections within the political 
platform.  
In addition, Citizenship education is a major focus of the Youth in action 
Program and OBESSU which identifies with its principles should include 
citizenship education in its political platform. 

 
  383 

The chair opens the floor to questions and general comments. 384 

There are no comments or questions and the Chairperson calls the vote.  385 

 386 

Proceed to vote:  387 

In favour: 15 388 

Against: 1 389 

Abstentions: 0 390 

The amendment has been carried. 391 

 392 

Amendment #3 393 

Supporting 

Organisation(s) 

EEO 

Document amended  
Political Platform  

 

Line(s)  
169 

 

Amendment Replace “both academic and a degree in VET to allow equal access to 
tertiary education” with “VET to allow access to tertiary education.”  
 



 

 

Rationale You cannot compare VET to an academic degree/high school. You should 
not be able to have the same accessibility as a plumber, like you would 
as a high school student that specialized in Biology to read medicine at 
high school.  
At EEO we agree that both a VET degree and an academic degree should 
give access to tertiary education, but it cannot be “equal” access, 
therefore it is only necessary to state that VET should grant access to 
tertiary education.  
 

 394 

The chair opens the floor to questions and general comments. 395 

 396 

UDS: We think that this formulation written in the political platform is right. We instead demand 397 

that VET schools should provide specific training about general competencies, so students can 398 

afford tertiary education. 399 

AKS: We think that it is important to grant every student to equal education as it is said in line 130 400 

from the political platform. That is what we think we should follow. We need to abolish difficulties 401 

of students in education, so we should support this, in order to give equal access to education to 402 

all. 403 

UNEL: We think this issue it is very limiting, the problem is more about accessibility to education.  404 

MAKOSZ: I believe that it is a misunderstanding; the amendment makes sense, because not 405 

everyone is equally able to follow the same subjects in the future. There should be an extra step 406 

for VET students to access to education. 407 

UNEL: We should give the same opportunity to everyone, we understand it is not the same for 408 

everyone, but the opportunities should be the same. 409 

RSM: We completely understand the relevance of this amendment, as it is not enough to have a 410 

VET degree to be prepare to university, I suggest reflecting together not just in this amendment, 411 

but how the public education system should allow the VET people to have the access to third level 412 

education. Probably many countries do not have the instruments for VET students, but we should 413 

think how provide them this help and support. 414 

MAKOSZ: I would like to reflect on UNEL´s thought; we believe that in general when we talk about 415 

education we need to take some steps. I believe it is not necessarily about restricting opportunities 416 

but making them prepare for the next level. 417 

USO: As an apprenticeship you go to school and you work, so you can also expect they have the 418 

same knowledge. Apprenticeship has extra value. 419 

AKS: This is something OBESSU criticises, people trained for work, to go university. We do not 420 

want education to put us in roles but education to be good to us. We should follow our principles, 421 

we should not contradict that. 422 

 423 

 424 

There are no comments or questions and the Chairperson calls the vote.  425 

 426 

Proceed to vote:  427 

In favour: 6 428 

Against: 7 429 

Abstentions: 3 430 



 

 

The amendment has been rejected. 431 

 432 

Amendment #4 433 

Supporting 

Organisation(s) 

UNEL 

Document amended  
Political Platform  

 

Line(s)  
189-190 

 

Amendment ADD: , accessible for all,  
AFTER: orientation services  

Rationale We really appreciate that the guidance in school with counselling and 
orientation services is prominent in the political platform but it is 
important to add that these services should be available to every student 
to avoid discrimination.  

 434 

The chair opens the floor to questions and general comments. 435 

 436 

MAKOSZ: We believe that the addition of words here is unnecessary, if we do that, we should put 437 

equal in every sentence and it is quite redundant because we do not see the need to specify. 438 

CSU: Given the fact that OBESSU stands up to ensure equal access to education for all, and it is 439 

one of their principals, this is unnecessary to add. 440 

UNEL: It is something very specific, in that sense; in that paragraph we are not mentioning it. We 441 

should address for whom, so we just make sure everyone is included. 442 

AKS: It is a thing we could do, because we can, we are here for demanding access for all. It is not a 443 

bad thing; we can and need to do. 444 

DGS: Here it is specifically necessary to address that it is accessible for all.  445 

UNEL: It is very important the way we see education. Still as a whole it should be accessible for all.  446 

ASUBIH: Official documents should be specifically as possible, so I agree with UNEL. 447 

 448 

There are no comments or questions and the Chairperson calls the vote.  449 

 450 

Proceed to vote:  451 

In favour: 13 452 

Against: 2 453 

Abstentions: 1 454 

The amendment has been carried. 455 

 456 

Amendment #5 457 

Supporting 

Organisation(s) 

UNEL 

Document amended  
Political Platform  

 



 

 

Line(s)  
195 

 

Amendment ADD:  accessible for all,  
AFTER: high quality guidance 

Rationale This is for coherence with the previous amendments and to underline and 
highlight the importance of making these guidance structures accessible 
to all in the OBESSU demands in this section.  
 

 458 

The chair opens the floor to questions and general comments 459 

 460 

MAKOSZ: I just have a long term suggestion, we should put at the first part of the political platform 461 

that this document ensures equal values for all. 462 

CANAE: OBESSU documents has to be very concrete, so there is a remark of a specific policy 463 

accessible for all, so in that way it is more clear who is reading that. I think it is better to specify. 464 

UNEL: Now there is not an initial paragraph but I agree with MAKOSZ. 465 

 466 

There are no comments or questions and the Chairperson calls the vote.  467 

 468 

Proceed to vote:  469 

In favour: 14 470 

Against: 2 471 

Abstentions: 0 472 

The amendment has been carried. 473 

 474 

Amendment #6 475 

Supporting 

Organisation(s) 

MAKOSZ 

Document amended  
Political Platform  

 

Line(s)  
196 

 

Amendment REPLACE “abolish” WITH “minimise the significance of”  
 

Rationale We believe that it is counterproductive to assume that all hierarchy is 
detrimental to the functioning of schools; however we are in favour of 
reducing the hierarchical differences to an optimal level.  
 

 476 

The chair opens the floor to questions and general comments 477 

 478 

CANAE: OBESSU says that schools are democratic spaces, so this is contradictory. 479 

AKS: It is not clear, it does not have a specific meaning, we want to abolish this because it is 480 

important, the way we can fight for student schools rights should be the best. It does not demand 481 

to abolish the existing structure. 482 



 

 

DGS: Hierarchical system? We want to know what we mean with this, having a hierarchical system 483 

is not the best, but we are not sure if we can vote about this. 484 

MAKOSZ: What we do specifically mean with this word? We use a bunch of terms that can mean 485 

more of things, so it is not really a good argument to vote against this amendment. We believe that 486 

some form or hierarchy is needed in the educational system. We agree with DGS, maybe we should 487 

reform it but not abolishing. 488 

SUS: How can be understood it? Give us please an example. 489 

UDS: The problem of school is the accessibility, usually the students are not considered as a part 490 

of the educational system. We want to turn this hierarchy to make the school better; we think it is a 491 

perfect formulation. 492 

AKS: It does not necessarily means to make the system more democratic. It is not a specific 493 

demand, the term abolish is a specific one and if we change it, we will act against our principles. 494 

UNEL: They are very useful, for me it is something significant, it is nice to have something more 495 

specific as it is abolish.  496 

LASSE: We believe that democratic schools is a core value of OBESSU, we believe that this 497 

hierarchy oppresses school to not take part in the democracy in school. That is why we believe it 498 

should be abolished. 499 

CSU: The system we have now, how we want the structure in our school systems. We believe that it 500 

should have a section by itself. 501 

ISSU: We are not agreeing, because it has not been acknowledge yet within student democracy by 502 

itself. I would suggest that people acknowledge that there are some hierarchy. 503 

LARISSA: About this issue, this is part of the second page; it states that students should be 504 

recognized as equal partners. So this is a claim. 505 

CSU:  From this debate, there are problems with the formulations. Minimalization is probably not 506 

the best, and would be rational to consider this call because in general on the second page it is 507 

more specific and also more realistic. 508 

 509 

UNEL proposes to reopen the speaking list. 510 

The speaking list is reopened. 511 

 512 

MAKOSZ: Everyone is up to for more school student participation, still hierarchy it is a natural 513 

element of life and democracy. He gives the example of quality to understand the subjectivity of 514 

this issue.  515 

UNEL: We agreed with CSU, this line should be amended. We still think it is exactly a thing were we 516 

should be concrete.  517 

CNE: Is it possible to bring an amendment to the amendment? Because we think it is needed in this 518 

case. Maybe we should not abolish it, but re change it in a way we want to benefit the students. 519 

AKS: During this whole discussion we should keep in mind who we represent, existing structures is 520 

a bit problematic and it is important to strive for systems that represent the students the most. We 521 

found really problematic to vote for this amendment.  522 

RSM: We should look well what we are trying to change, because it is not about roles in education. 523 

Authority also, but in a positive sense. It is about roles; it is not about hierarchical power. That is 524 

the reason why this political platform is OK. The matter is that in European high schools there are 525 

parts that are more relevant than other; we are talking about situations where there should be more 526 

representation of students. In this sense it is also important to have institutional structures. We 527 

should build a dialogue about school students and its problems.   528 



 

 

DGS: Talks about the principles of OBESSU and what the Board said before. They add: we have no 529 

objections in that part as we already agreed on that. It seems very fluctuates to have a discussion 530 

on this, where there are more general things to discuss. 531 

CANAE: The point we are remarking here it is very important, we think the same than RSM. 532 

MAKOSZ: So if we use this definition, hierarchy is more than roles and should be more than roles. 533 

We believe that if we abolish this hierarchy we will abolish roles too. We believe hierarchy is 534 

needed in this sense. 535 

 536 

There are no comments or questions and the Chairperson calls the vote.  537 

 538 

Proceed to vote:  539 

In favour: 10 540 

Against: 4 541 

Abstentions: 2 542 

The amendment has been carried. 543 

 544 

 545 

Amendment #7 546 

Supporting 

Organisation(s) 

MAKOSZ 

Document amended  
Political Platform  

 

Line(s)  
204, 205 

 

Amendment DELETE from “Social diversity” to “in school.”  
 

Rationale We firmly reject the idea of social diversity being a value in itself. In our 
view, the only type of diversity which deserves to be recognized as a 
value in itself is ideological diversity, which naturally creates an 
intellectually vibrant atmosphere.  
 

 547 

The chair opens the floor to questions and general comments 548 

 549 

DGS: The education I had gave me the people I met; you meet people not only from Europe, so we 550 

believe that social diversity actually benefits all the participants. We think that a group of diversity 551 

it is not just ideological diversity but economic, sexual, etc., so it is as same as important. 552 

USO: Education allows people to have a better life, so if you separate people, you are not seeing 553 

the entire world but just a part of it. 554 

CANAE: In OBESSU we are learning about diversity, the experiences and practices that we are 555 

changing, I think it is very important. 556 

AKS: Treating everyone the same it is the very step to avoid discrimination, and it is much easier to 557 

avoid the “Hate Speech”, if people get to know more backgrounds. 558 

ISSU: It is not in relation to the content, but to the amendment itself, because if it is changed it 559 

does not make sense. 560 



 

 

MAKOSZ: Going back to DGS speech, I think OBESSU it is interesting because of our ideological 561 

differences not because of social diversity. Also, we want to acknowledge that school is not better 562 

for have a diverse social background. 563 

UNEL: It is not just about ideological differences; it is also about different environments, the more 564 

you see these, the more you learn, which we think it is crucial to have at school. That is what we 565 

stand for, so please do not delete this line. 566 

 567 

DGS suggest closing the speaking list. 568 

 The floor agrees 569 

 The speaking list is closed. 570 

 571 

DGS: To add something, ideologically diversity it is important because this comes from different 572 

backgrounds. 573 

RSM: We have to consider that we are working in a paragraph of social inclusion; we have to 574 

reflect about our activity as OBESSU. It is also about a problem of analysis of the European 575 

situation. There is a stronger division between areas: upper, middle and working classes. It means 576 

that if you divide the cities it has a really bad effect on the environment for the growth of children. 577 

If people are segregated from any class it is really difficult to have the possibility of understanding 578 

other backgrounds. It is limiting also for high school, in general for education, the problem is also 579 

the limited debate.  580 

USO: Social diversity is heavily related to ideological diversity. 581 

 582 

 583 

There are no comments or questions and the Chairperson calls the vote.  584 

 585 

Proceed to vote:  586 

In favour: 1 587 

Against: 13 588 

Abstentions: 2 589 

The amendment has been rejected. 590 

 591 

12. Secretariat Report  592 

Ela Jakubek, presents the Secretariat Report.  593 

The Chairperson opens the floor for questions. 594 

There are no questions. 595 

 596 

13. Financial report 2017  597 

The Secretary General, Ela Jakubek, explains the structure of the financial report 2017 and makes 598 

the summary of the year (up until the 15th November). 599 

 600 

The Chairperson opens the floor for questions 601 

 602 



 

 

DGS: Can you share it? 603 

ELA: Yes, I can do it later. 604 

DGS: How many MC meetings? 605 

ELA: Two 606 

DGS: How do you cover the two Board meeting? 607 

ELA: With Board budget 608 

UEM: How many people in the working groups? 609 

ELA: Three or five  610 

UNEL: Thanks Secretariat. 611 

 612 

There are no more questions. 613 

 614 

14. RSM MEMBERSHIP 615 

 616 

The Boards explain a bit the situation. They assessed the application and in their opinion they fulfil 617 

the criteria’s.  618 

 619 

The Chair opens the floor 620 

 621 

RSM: Thanks OBESSU for all the activities over the last year. We have found in OBESSU many 622 

partners and friends. It was useful for our members talking about EU and youth rights at EU level. 623 

Having this cooperation with you was great. Even though I was the only one attending I was 624 

disseminating in my union what I learned. For example, topics like social inclusion discussed at the 625 

study session. They started using non formal education in our events. We have done many 626 

activities like demonstration or joining the campaign 17Now. We trust our union should be very 627 

connected with the international level.  628 

 629 

DGS: To support the decision for membership, can we see the application form? 630 

CANAE: We support their membership, they did a good job and this is healthy 631 

MAKOSZ: In case Hungarian students want to apply to OBESSU, is it possible if they apply with an 632 

ideology?  633 

BOARD: It is hard to decide now; we need to assess their application. RSM they are politically 634 

independent.    635 

MAKOSZ:  We are also supporting RSM. 636 

BOARD: It is not in the statutes but next time we will share it with the members (membership 637 

application forms). 638 

AKS: Want to clarify about the Hungarian dictator. It is very controversial. 639 

RSM leaves the room 640 

 641 

Chair proposes a secret ballot. 642 

 643 

The ballot committee leaves the room to count the votes 644 

 645 

Proceed to vote:  646 

In favour: 14 647 



 

 

Against: 0 648 

Abstentions: 1 649 

RSM now is an official Member Organisation 650 

 651 

 652 

Coffee Break 653 

 654 

Roll Call:   655 

 656 

AKS, UDS, SIF, EEO, ISSU, CNE, SUS, UNEL, CANAE, ASUBIH, LMS, ESCU, MAKOSZ, DGS, VSK, USO 657 

 658 

I addition, CSU is present without the right to vote; RSM, CEF and UEM are present as candidate 659 

Organisations and; KYC and SVB are present as Affiliate Organisations. They are not included in 660 

lists of roll calls. 661 

 662 

There are 17 MOs present, 3 Candidate Organisation and 2 Affiliate Organisations 663 

 664 

Amendment #8 665 

Supporting 

Organisation(s) 

UNEL 

Document amended  
Political Platform  

 

Line(s)  
207 

 

Amendment ADD: while ensuring that these are free from hate speech.  
AFTER: teaching materials  

Rationale If we talk about keeping a school environment secure, free from 
discrimination and segregation, it is crucial to point out that the school 
curriculum and teaching materials are free from hate speech. Especially 
this needs to be mentioned if the next lines demand to ‘understan[d] 
differences’  
 

 666 

The chair opens the floor for questions. 667 

 668 

SUS: I have a question, if there would be a “Hate Speech” book, and this one will show the dark 669 

side of it. Would you not promote the “Hate Speech” in that way? 670 

DGS: We would just like to clarify how to define this “Hate Speech”. 671 

LMS: One question: what facts about “Hate Speech” OBESSU stands for? Is it scientifically proof 672 

given to students? 673 

MAKOSZ: This a bit dangerous practice. The point it is for students to understand that the world 674 

has changed. 675 



 

 

CSU: On what premises would you change the teaching materials of the “Hate Speech”. What it is 676 

there in teaching materials to promote hate. 677 

UDS: Very useful amendment, in Italy we have some historical books that promote gender 678 

discrimination, and anti migration speech. Our books cannot make propaganda to these ideas. 679 

UNEL: It is about also social inclusion, what we voted before. So in that specific sense, “Hate 680 

Speech” means some speech that attack people in different areas (gender, racism, etc), it does not 681 

mean about historical issues. In the curriculum of the school it is important how we teach. That is 682 

what we mean with “Hate Speech”, not that we want to limit education in school. 683 

 684 

There are no comments or questions and the Chairperson calls the vote.  685 

 686 

Proceed to vote:  687 

In favour: 8 688 

Against: 7 689 

Abstentions: 1 690 

The amendment has been carried. 691 

 692 

 693 

Amendment to amendment #9 694 

Supporting 

Organisation(s) 

DGS, EEO 

Document amendend  
Political Platform (Amendment to amendment 9)  

 

Line(s)  
218-219  

 

Amendment  
DELETE from “based” to “status”  

 

Rationale  
We believe that no kind of discrimination or segregation shall be 
allowed whatever it is based on. The paragraph already says that we 
wish a school community free from “any kind” of discrimination and 
segregation. That includes all kinds of discrimination and segregation 
such as exclusion based on socio-economical background, sexuality, 
gender identity etc.  
Amendment 9 distinguishes between discrimination of different 
groups as if some kinds of discrimination are worse than others. To 
avoid that we would like to leave our demand with ‘any kind’ rather 
than making it pick-and-choose. 

 

 695 

The chair acknowledges the fact that the amendment to the amendment from DGS and EEO cannot be 696 

accepted as valid, as this modifies part of the text from the original text. 697 

Amendment #9 698 

Supporting 

Organisation(s) 

UNEL 



 

 

Document amended  
Political Platform  

 

Line(s)  
218-219 

 

Amendment ADD: or ethnicity.  
AFTER: status.  

Rationale According to the United Nations social inclusion is defined as: ‘Social  
inclusion is defined as the process of improving the terms of 
participation in society, particularly for people who are disadvantaged, 
through enhancing opportunities, access to resources, voice and respect 
for rights.’  
We as UNEL find it important to add ethnicity after social inclusion 
because often ‘people who are disadvantage’ have another ethnic 
background due to many reasons and by adding this word we want to 
ensure that the school community stays indeed ‘free of any kind of 
discrimination’ for everyone no matter what ethnicity as for now, this is 
just mentioned in the migration and minority part in relation to access to 
education not specifically in regard to discrimination. 
 

The chair opens the floor for questions and general comments. 699 

CSU: Do you encourage the discrimination of other basis, if it is already implied by the phrase social 700 

status?  701 

DGS: I think that social status it is more related to ethnicity rather than other aspects.  702 

MAKOSZ: Do not really see a reason to see this kind of discrimination and segregation point. 703 

UNEL: Social status it is more based to economical background, regard to social status, so we find it 704 

important to add. 705 

AKS: Also naming these kinds of discriminations, does not mean that they are the only type of them. All 706 

kinds of discriminations are important. 707 

DGS: Do you believe that for the school community this kind of this discrimination it is more important? 708 

MAKOSZ: We should not mention any kind of discrimination. 709 

UNEL: Ethnicity it is not mentioned in other parts. Is it there in other part of the political platform? 710 

USO: In line 238, ethnicity it is mentioned. 711 

UNEL: But in a different context, it would be the first time mentioned regarding discrimination and 712 

segregation. 713 

DGS: Line 237 also mentions equal access to education. 714 

The chair proposes to close the speaking list 715 

UNEL opposes to close the speaking list. 716 

 717 

Proceed to vote: 718 



 

 

In favour: 13 719 

Against: 3 720 

Abstention: 0  721 

The speaking list it´s closed. 722 

 723 

UNEL: Up to now we do not see anything about ethnicity in school, there is nothing specific about 724 

no discrimination. We say it is important to mention specifically in the political platform, maybe it 725 

is in another section but not in this one.  726 

 727 

There are no comments or questions and the Chairperson calls the vote.  728 

 729 

Proceed to vote:  730 

In favour: 4 731 

Against: 8 732 

Abstentions: 4 733 

The amendment has been rejected. 734 

 735 

 736 

[End of first day]  737 

 738 

Day 2, Friday 18th of November  739 

 740 

Roll Call:   741 

 742 

AKS, UDS, SIF, EEO, ISSU, CNE, SUS, UNEL, CANAE, ASUBIH, LMS, ESCU, MAKOSZ, DGS, VSK, USO 743 

 744 

I addition, CSU is present without the right to vote; RSM, CEF and UEM are present as candidate 745 

Organisations and; KYC and SVB are present as Affiliate Organisations. They are not included in lists of 746 

roll calls. 747 

 748 

There are 17 MOs present, 3 Candidate Organisation and 2 Affiliate Organisations 749 

 750 

Amendment #10 751 

Supporting 

Organisation(s) 

UNEL 

Document amended  
Political Platform  

 

Line(s)  
220-221 

 



 

 

Amendment a school community and learning environment which take clear positions 
against any kinds of discrimination and offer no place for extremist 
political ideologies;  
ADD: which foster hate speech  
AFTER: extremist political ideologies  

Rationale Declaring political ideologies as extreme always depends on the 
narrative. For example, during the Apartheid pleading for equal rights 
between South African and white people was an extremist political view, 
from the point of view of the colonialists. Hence, it is important to 
emphasise, that views which foster hate speech, spread fear and 
intolerance have no place in a school community and learning 
environment.  
 

 752 

The chair opens the floor for questions and general comments. 753 

There are no comments or questions and the Chairperson calls the vote.  754 

 755 

Proceed to vote:  756 

In favour: 15 757 

Against: 0 758 

Abstentions: 1 759 

The amendment has been originally carried. But then, Amendment #10 has been invalidated 760 

(please refer to discussions about Amendment #11) 761 

 762 

Amendment #11 763 

Supporting 

Organisation(s) 

MAKOSZ 

Document amended  
Political Platform  

 

Line(s)  
221 

 

Amendment DELETE from “and offer” to “political ideologies;”  
 

Rationale The term “extremist” can hardly be objectively defined, and our history 
proves the fact that silencing thoughts or ideas that are deemed to be 
unacceptable by the ruling class is a dangerous and deeply harmful 
practice. We believe that no student should be protected from ideas, 
nevertheless, school should not become the exponent of any ideology.  
 

 764 

The chair opens the floor for questions and general comments. 765 

 766 

UDS: Some ideologies should be banned from school, like the extremists one, for example fascist 767 

extremism in Italy; I think this type of ideologies have to be banned. 768 



 

 

AKS: “Hate Speech” means spreading hate against people for reasons they cannot have influence 769 

in, for example where they come from, that is “Hate Speech”. Extremism ideologies are something 770 

defined in different countries in different ways.  771 

UNEL: It does not mean to have to deal with extremism ideologies, why we should allow something 772 

like this as OBESSU (“Hate Speech”), we can have lot of opinions but nothing that excludes people. 773 

EEO: It is very important that you listen to everyone, no matter what ideologies they have. It should 774 

be a democracy, it needs to be the right for everyone, and we have to be inclusive as an 775 

organisation. 776 

MAKOSZ: To create responsible individuals, to tell the right from the wrong, it is an important part 777 

of the school.  778 

DGS: It is the school community which takes clear position; you do not become wiser if you 779 

exclude people. 780 

MAKOSZ proposes to close the speaking list 781 

 782 

Proceed to vote: 783 

In favour: 9 784 

Against: 6 785 

Abstentions: 1 786 

The speaking list is closed. 787 

 788 

USO: Is it possible to make a footnote of the interpretation, so we do not have to discuss every 789 

time how the organisations understand the words. 790 

BOARD: We would like to recommend the amendment 10, it is the language with the work we have 791 

been doing. “Hate Speech” is a massive topic for the next year. “Hate Speech” is something that 792 

hates people, restricts people from their opinions. 793 

UNEL: It is not about having a discussion like the one we have now, just imagine your community 794 

base on whatever, and you are not even have the right to speak. We do not want that, we want a 795 

school which environment it is tolerant. “Hate Speech” is not a way to say it. 796 

AKS: Also being inclusive does not mean including exclusive, you promote in that way exclusion of 797 

people. 798 

 799 

LMS proposes to reopen the speaking list. 800 

BOARD opposes to reopen the speaking list due to the time left. 801 

 802 

Proceed to vote: 803 

In favour: 12 804 

Against: 3 805 

Abstentions: 1 806 

The speaking list is reopened. 807 

 808 

RSM: From the paragraph, I really can understand the changes of the demand because in the text 809 

the matter is really clear.  Discrimination is ideological based, that is why I think it is not good to 810 

cut this part.  811 

ISSU: Everyone here acknowledge the fact of “Hate Speech”, we should be able to convince others 812 

about fighting “Hate Speech”. 813 



 

 

ASUBIH: In my opinion UNEL and MAKOSZ are talking about the same issue, at least that is how I 814 

see it.  815 

MAKOSZ: I agree and see your point, I would like to add that I am happy to read about historical 816 

books that have “Hate Speech”, it does not hurt me and its historical facts we have to see. 817 

UNEL: “Hate Speech” means excluding, the idea it is to create a healthy school environment. 818 

CANAE: I think it does not talk about ideologies like political thinking, the amendment specifies 819 

this point more.  820 

 821 

DGS proposes to close the speaking list. 822 

The speaking list is closed 823 

 824 

There are no comments or questions and the Chairperson calls the vote.  825 

 826 

SUS suggested secret ballot 827 

 828 

Proceed to vote (Either amendment 10 or 11) 829 

 830 

Amendment 10 831 

In favour: 8 832 

Against: 0 833 

Abstentions: 2 834 

 835 

Amendment 11: 836 

In favour: 15 837 

Against: 0 838 

Abstentions: 1 839 

 840 

Second round of the amendment 11 841 

In favour: 6 842 

Against: 5 843 

Abstentions: 5 844 

The amendment has been carried. 845 

15. Monitoring Committee report and internal regulations 846 

Freddy is presenting the Monitoring Committee report (the work performance of the Board and the 847 

progress with the work plan 2017). 848 

Agnesa is presenting the work performance from the Secretariat, the working groups, and the 849 

performance of the Pool of Trainers. 850 

The Chair asks the Board members to leave the room. 851 

The Board members leave the room. 852 

The floor is open for questions. 853 



 

 

 854 

DGS: Could you please explain the POT situation? 855 

AGNESA: I just got the Board perspective, it should be discussed during the COMEM or GA, it would be 856 

good to change the dynamic with them. 857 

FREDDY: We tried to reach them by social media, mails, but no responses. 858 

DGS: What the POT does exactly, what it is? 859 

Peter from the MC proposes to answer the questions regarding the MC. 860 

Freddy: He explains what the POT is, where they come from and what their activities are. 861 

Peter: POT did not know exactly what to do and what their role is. 862 

UDS: When does the POT become a part of the organisation? 863 

FREDDY: We do not know, we can ask the Board. 864 

DGS: You said that when the MOs do not present amendments they are not really involved. 865 

FREDDY: The Board reflected about this issue on the GA, if you read the evaluation of the GA you can 866 

see how drastically the amendments went down. 867 

The chair suggests closing the speaking list. 868 

The speaking list it is closed. 869 

RSM: My question it is about advocacy, you have written you do not have resources enough for 870 

advocacy. Can you explain a bit more about this as it is important? 871 

SIF: You guys talked about gender equality; do you have a strategy about this? 872 

DGS: In the situation about more active members, what do you think it may cost to the organisation? 873 

What It is the position of the MC on this issue? 874 

FREDDY: Not enough capacity from the Secretariat, they already said that they do not have a concrete 875 

strategy but they want to focus more on this and they already started. About the gender equality, we will 876 

include more this issue in the next events. 877 

AGNESA: About gender equality, we put it as a portfolio in our internal regulations. It is about our MOs, I 878 

mean their suggestions.  879 

PETER: It is important to acknowledge that the feedback about gender equality was very critical in the 880 

MOs survey. 881 

FREDDY: It is important to have amendments from the MOs to change the policy documents, talk about 882 

it, It is very important to us. 883 

PETER: We sent the surveys to you and we just got twelve answers. We would like you to still answer the 884 

survey (those who has not yet) because It is very crucial to our work. 885 



 

 

The Board and the Secretariat come back to the room. 886 

The chair asks for any questions or comments. 887 

DGS: About the activities of the members of POT. 888 

FERRE: I have been trying to take the portfolio of the POT. I have been trying to establish the contact 889 

with all the people, but they are not really responding. They did not reply the survey on Basecamp 890 

because they did not receive it; there was a problem with it. 891 

LARISSA: I do not think we have much more to say about this now, sometimes we feel that we are trying 892 

to reach a lot but not much comes back. That It is something we have been concerned about it. We are 893 

going to have a discussion about this tomorrow. 894 

 895 

The Internal Regulations of the Monitoring Committee is presented by Freddy from the MC. 896 

The Internal Regulations of the MC is adopted by acclamation. 897 

 898 

16. Board report and Internal Regulations  899 

The five Board members present the Board report.   900 

The Chair opens the floor for questions: 901 

DGS: You mentioned about Norway and Portugal. Any other? 902 

BOARD: We have been in contact with other five. 903 

EEO: How the TCIO will be online? Maybe it is too difficult. 904 

BOARD:  It is still on development but it will be available for everyone. Work in progress.  905 

KYC: Why are you creating a new VET working group? 906 

BOARD: We are reopening with a new call to refresh the group. Changing people is always better. 907 

CANAE: Thanks for your work. Are you planning to have a candidate from Poland? 908 

ELA: I am in contact with them and we would like to involve them and maybe have an event there. 909 

UEM: What about Ukraine and Belorussia? 910 

BOARD: No contacts. 911 

There are no more comments or questions. 912 

 913 

 914 

Internal regulations of the Board 915 

 916 



 

 

Ferre presents them and says that they are accessible on Basecamp. 917 

 918 

Amendments part III 919 

 920 

Amendment #12 921 

Supporting 

Organisation(s) 

UNEL 

Document amended  
Political Platform  

 

Line(s)  
234 

 

Amendment ADD: and guidance  
AFTER: lifelong learning  

Rationale We are aware that guidance via orientation services is mentioned in 
another part of the political platform. Nonetheless, UNEL finds it 
important to emphasise guidance and lifelong learning in regard to 
school leaving, because it is not just the availability of lifelong learning 
which can potentially decrease school leaving but especially guidance 
can help, in addition, to prevent school drop outs.  
 

 922 

The chair opens the floor for questions and general comments. 923 

 924 

There are no comments or questions and the Chairperson calls the vote.  925 

 926 

Proceed to vote:  927 

In favour: 13 928 

Against: 0 929 

Abstentions: 0 930 

The amendment has been carried. 931 

Three organisations were out of the working room (SUS, ISSU and EEO) 932 

 933 

Amendment #13 934 

Supporting 

Organisation(s) 

UNEL 

Document amended  
Political Platform  

 

Line(s)  
240 

 

Amendment ADD: promotion of lifelong learning approaches and guidance to 
counteract school leaving, especially for groups at high risk for social 
exclusion  
AFTER: role models  



 

 

Rationale It is mentioned in the lines 232-234 but is not a demand which seems 
peculiar to us and as such we would like to add this to the demands list . 
 

 935 

There are no comments or questions and the Chairperson calls the vote.  936 

 937 

Proceed to vote:  938 

In favour: 14 939 

Against: 0 940 

Abstentions: 1 941 

The amendment has been carried. 942 

There is one organisation out of the room (EEO). 943 

 944 

 945 

Amendment #14 946 

Supporting 

Organisation(s) 

MAKOSZ 

Document amended  
Political Platform  

 

Line(s)  
262 

 

Amendment DELETE “based on personal need”  
 

Rationale We strongly oppose discrimination of any kind; therefore we are in favour 
of granting equal student incomes. Students with a high socioeconomic 
background should also fully benefit from the independence granted by 
the student income  
 

 947 

The chair opens the floor for questions and general comments. 948 

 949 

DGS: Students incomes should be based if the students live in or out of their houses. 950 

AKS: It is important to base the funds on the incomes of the people. There are people that need it 951 

more, it is not discrimination to not give money to people with bigger income, it is about balance. 952 

MAKOSZ withdraw the amendment.  953 

 954 

Amendment #15 955 

Supporting 

Organisation(s) 

MAKOSZ 

Document amended  
Political Platform  

 

Line(s)  
267 

 



 

 

Amendment DELETE from “who wish” to “a project”  
 

Rationale Scholarships should be granted to students who have outstanding 
performances or ambitions in their own field of study (or at least in a 
field related to it). We think that the current formulation is ambiguous, 
and could be interpreted in a way that students should receive 
scholarships even in the case that the skills they possess are vastly 
irrelevant to their field of study.  
 

 956 

The chair opens the floor for questions and general comments. 957 

 958 

UDS: I think that the formulation it is pretty clear, also about the scholarship to students that 959 

cannot afford some level of education. I do not think this amendment is useful. 960 

MAKOSZ: We are not trying to change skills and ambitious. 961 

UNEL: If you want to strive as a society, it is very limiting, what you study it is what you do and it is 962 

not what it should be. It is necessary for people to let them run a project, innovation is all about 963 

providing, and always about combining different skills. 964 

MAKOSZ: We just believe that is not realistic what you just said. 965 

 966 

The chair proposes to close the speaking list. 967 

AKS opposes to close the speaking list 968 

 969 

Proceed to vote:  970 

In favour: 11 971 

Against: 2 972 

Abstentions: 3 973 

The speaking list is closed 974 

 975 

DGS: We should remember who are we representing, using the power that we have, the way we do 976 

it, and the way we do it for students. 977 

UNEL: It is basically someone who wants to do something bigger, working together, to let the 978 

person do it. It is important that people can be able to run projects and in that sense everyone 979 

benefits. 980 

EEO: This is what we aim for and if we aim for free education, this is irrelevant. 981 

 982 

There are no comments or questions and the Chairperson calls the vote.  983 

 984 

Proceed to vote:  985 

In favour: 1 986 

Against: 9 987 

Abstentions: 6 988 

The amendment has been rejected. 989 

 990 

 991 

Amendment #16 992 



 

 

Supporting 

Organisation(s) 

MAKOSZ 

Document amended  
Political Platform  

 

Line(s)  
347-349 

 

Amendment DELETE from “We strongly” to “educational part”  
 

Rationale Experiencing intercultural encounters is definitely an important element 
of intellectual formation, but we would hesitate to state that it is equal in 
value to traditional education.  
 

 993 

The chair opens the floor for questions and general comments. 994 

 995 

MAKOSZ proposes to closes the speaking list.  996 

ROB: We advocate for school student mobility; having this experience it is an intercultural 997 

experience.  998 

AKS opposes to close the speaking list 999 

 1000 

Proceed to vote:  1001 

In favour: 12 1002 

Against: 3 1003 

Abstentions: 1 1004 

The speaking list It is closed 1005 

 1006 

SIF: I just want to point out the importance of the school student mobility, it is really important the 1007 

exchange of students all over the world. We would suggest keeping it in there, strongly. 1008 

UNEL: We advise to not agree to MAKOSZ, as it is not just a traditional way to go to school, so if 1009 

you say it is equal you can put more effort on it. For the Board it is also important to use it in their 1010 

work. 1011 

 1012 

There are no comments or questions and the Chairperson calls the vote.  1013 

 1014 

 1015 

Amendment to the amendment 16 1016 

Supporting 

Organisation(s) 

UDS 

Document amended  
Political Platform (Amendment to amendment 16)  

 

Line(s)  
359-360 

 

Amendment  
Instead the deleting of the line of 347-349 we propose the replace of 
the sentence with “We strongly believe that that the intercultural 



 

 

experiences of school student mobility are a key part of the 
educational path of students” 
 

 

Rationale  
There are different ways of composing the educational path of 
students but they have the same value.  

 

 1017 

The chair opens the floor for questions and general comments. 1018 

 1019 

Proceed to vote (amendment to the amendment 16):  1020 

In favour: 9 1021 

Against: 4 1022 

Abstentions: 3 1023 

The amendment to the amendment 16 has been carried. 1024 

 1025 

Proceed to vote (Amendment 16):  1026 

In favour: 6 1027 

Against: 8 1028 

Abstentions: 2 1029 

The amendment has been rejected. 1030 

 1031 

 1032 

Amendment #17 1033 

Supporting 

Organisation(s) 

MAKOSZ 

Document amended  
Political Platform  

 

Line(s)  
359-360 

 

Amendment DELETE from “the European” to “organisations”  
 

Rationale According to this demand, any student in the world would have the 
possibility to easily be allowed to enter the EU visa-freely. We believe that 
this would negatively impact the security of European citizens. On the 
other hand, EU citizens can already travel freely across the Union, so in 
our reasoning, there is no need for the demand.  
 

 1034 

The chair opens the floor for questions and general comments. 1035 

 1036 

BOARD: This amendment will mean that Non EU citizens will not participate in OBESSU. So we 1037 

believe that every student should be able to participate regardless to their nationality. 1038 

MAKOSZ: We are not saying that no one should be able. 1039 

LASSE: It is not saying that Non European should be allowed without outside the European Union. 1040 



 

 

AKS: Political platform states free and equal access for all. It is an important value to OBESSU that 1041 

every school student activist should be able to participate. So deleting this line will contradict our 1042 

principles. 1043 

RSM: My country is a founder of the European Union; I already had debates about this. For me 1044 

closing or making barriers it is not good. If we have students activists that want to improve school 1045 

student European rights they should be allowed. 1046 

UNEL: Can you please explain how can this be a risk? How can this limit OBESSU. 1047 

MAKOSZ: We are wrongly assuming that everyone in our world it is a good person. I believe in the 1048 

fact that for some organisations should be easy to get Non EU into organisations. 1049 

UDS: I think that as an organisation, as OBESSU, we have to have a very strong position, we are 1050 

referring to a part of a population. If we promote free access to education, we have to provide free 1051 

access for students in our countries.  1052 

LMS: What about those school students that attend our events, but they also face the visa issues? 1053 

 1054 

CANAE suggest to close the speaking list. 1055 

AKS and UDS oppose to close the speaking list. 1056 

 1057 

Proceed to vote:  1058 

In favour: 12 1059 

Against: 4 1060 

Abstentions: 0 1061 

The speaking list is closed. 1062 

 1063 

RSM: I consider that coming to Europe it is good for all students, for all the bad people that wants 1064 

to put in danger our security would be very easy, it happens and it is really easier that you can 1065 

think. My doubts are really concrete about this amendment. 1066 

UNEL: We are talking about security, security is there and we struggled a lot so this is not really 1067 

goes again our principles. 1068 

AKS: The school students that OBESSU represent are also students that need visa, so we will go 1069 

against of our principles again. 1070 

MAKOSZ: That is not necessarily right, I agreed to RSM about security but I believe this will be a 1071 

very easy way to do it, and It is something that we do not really need. 1072 

ISSU: I would like to talk specifically about Ireland; we represent students that actually every day 1073 

goes school around the border. 1074 

MAKOSZ: We should just say that not everyone will immediately get in. 1075 

UNEL: We cannot support this, as this is racism, the Ireland example it is good. This amendment 1076 

should not be approved. 1077 

 1078 

There are no comments or questions and the Chairperson calls the vote.  1079 

 1080 

Proceed to vote:  1081 

In favour: 1 1082 

Against: 15 1083 

Abstentions: 0 1084 

The amendment has been rejected. 1085 

 1086 



 

 

Amendment #18 1087 

Supporting 

Organisation(s) 

MAKOSZ 

Document amended  
Political Platform  

 

Line(s)  
361 

 

Amendment ADD “appraisable ”AFTER “of”  
 

Rationale Few countries in the developing world have an education system that 
could provide relevant knowledge to its students, therefore recognition 
should not be instant and unconditional. We would be mistaken to believe 
that high school diplomas received in Afghanistan could be equal in value 
to those obtained in Finland. Obviously, in case that the given educational 
past is evaluated to be equivalent to the local one, the performances 
should be recognized.  
 

 1088 

The floor is open for questions. 1089 

 1090 

CEF: I think you are mistaken, my mom is from Afghanistan, and in Belgium she had to do 2 years 1091 

of additional education. 1092 

UEM: I think you are mistaken; there a lot of tests that prove this like Pisa. 1093 

 1094 

There are no comments or questions and the Chairperson calls the vote.  1095 

 1096 

Proceed to vote:  1097 

In favour: 15 1098 

Against: 0 1099 

Abstentions: 1 1100 

The amendment has been carried. 1101 

 1102 

Amendment to the amendment #18  1103 

 1104 

Supporting 

Organisation(s) 

AKS 

Document amended  
Political Platform (Amendment to amendment 18)  

 

Line(s)  
361 

 

Amendment  
REPLACE “appraisable” WITH “all”  
 

 

Rationale  



 

 

Many countries have education systems, that provide valuable 
knowledge. The Rationale of amendment 18 is simply racist and 
therefore has to be rejected.  
 

 

 1105 

UNEL: It is also about the paragraph of school student mobility. Can please the Board specify 1106 

about this topic. 1107 

MAKOSZ: If what you are told by your educational system, I am quite offended that we are called 1108 

racist for this. 1109 

EEO: I think this amendment is a bit unserious, it basically says that the amendment of MAKSOZ is 1110 

useless, for me it is not morally ok. I can understand that maybe MAKOSZ cannot be understood 1111 

but cannot support this amendment. 1112 

AKS: It is serious to address racism in a rationale. 1113 

DGS: It does make sense about the education systems, when you are applying to going to 1114 

university; this is a simple matter of measure.  1115 

LARISSA: We want to tell as OBESSU we have support this campaign about recognition of 1116 

performances abroad. This is something we have been working on a lot.  1117 

 1118 

BOARD suggests closing the speaking list 1119 

 1120 

The speaking list is closed. 1121 

 1122 

AKS: This sounds like OBESSU criticises other forms of education, which is not in our principles. 1123 

We have to recognise the value of other kind of performances. 1124 

RSM: I can ensure that about student’s mobility, this demand is necessary, so at the end it is about 1125 

the mobility program. But it does not mean that they will not have a diploma in another country. 1126 

MAKOSZ: We formally deny the racism accusations. No one is saying that it is not necessary to 1127 

accept the previous knowledge of other countries; we are just saying that it should be checked. 1128 

UNEL: It is about performances, and OBESSU goes against this, it is very different how country 1129 

does and the test does not show the real performances of the students. It is about breaking these 1130 

barriers. 1131 

 1132 

Proceed to vote (Amendment to the amendment 18):  1133 

In favour: 6 1134 

Against: 5 1135 

Abstentions: 5 1136 

The amendment to the amendment has been carried. 1137 

 1138 

Proceed to vote (Amendment 18 to be modified):  1139 

In favour: 8 1140 

Against: 6 1141 

Abstentions: 2 1142 

The amendment is adopted (to be modified). 1143 

 1144 

The Chair suggests closing the discussion.  1145 

 1146 



 

 

End of Day 1 1147 

 1148 

Day 2, Saturday 18th of November  1149 

 1150 

Roll Call:   1151 

 1152 

AKS, UDS, SIF, EEO, ISSU, CNE, SUS, UNEL, CANAE, ASUBIH, LMS, ESCU, MAKOSZ, DGS, VSK, USO 1153 

 1154 

I addition, CSU is present without the right to vote; RSM, CEF and UEM are present as candidate 1155 

Organisations and; KYC and SVB are present as Affiliate Organisations. They are not included in 1156 

lists of roll calls. 1157 

 1158 

There are 17 MOs present, 3 Candidate Organisation and 2 Affiliate Organisations. 1159 

 1160 

17. Working Group  1161 

 1162 

The Chairperson explains that a member of the WGs will present their work. 1163 

 1164 

 Working Group on Migrant Inclusion Toolkit: 1165 

 1166 

Qendresa from KYC explains the work that has been done. 1167 

There are no comments or questions on the Working Group. 1168 

 1169 

 Working Group on VET:  1170 

 1171 

Rob from the Board, explains the work that has been done. 1172 

ASUBIH: How this working group work? 1173 

ROB: Explains the dynamic of the working group. 1174 

RMS: Is there a possibility of nominating a person that it is not an IO? 1175 

ROB: Yes, if the person is suitable. 1176 

 1177 

There are no comments or questions on the Working Group.  1178 

 1179 

 Working Group on Mental Health: 1180 

 1181 

Sara from the Board explains the work that will be done. 1182 

There are no comments or questions on the Working Group.  1183 

 1184 

 1185 

18. Old OBESSU documents 1186 

 1187 

 Lasse from the Board explains the internal regulation and rules adopted by OBESSU, policy 1188 

documents, and the changes they were done on them after the GA. 1189 

 1190 



 

 

SUS: Can we find it on the Basecamp? 1191 

LASSE: They are on the website. 1192 

 1193 

 1194 

 1997 – Resolution of School Students Participation in Education of Quality of 1195 

Secondary Education  1196 

 1197 

Board recommendation: Discard it as a Policy Paper and tag it as a declaration 1198 

Proceed to vote:  1199 

 In favour: 16 1200 

 Against: 0 1201 

 Abstentions: 0 1202 

The resolution is adopted 1203 

 1204 

 2006 - Declaration of School Student Rights 1205 

 1206 

Board recommendation: Keep it 1207 

Proceed to vote:  1208 

 In favour: 16 1209 

 Against: 0 1210 

 Abstentions: 0 1211 

The resolution is adopted 1212 

 1213 

 2008 - Motion from AKS on Religion and Schools 1214 

Board recommendation: Keep it 1215 

Proceed to vote:  1216 

 In favour: 16 1217 

 Against: 0 1218 

 Abstentions: 0 1219 

The resolution is adopted 1220 

 1221 

 2008 - Motion from UdS on the current Reforms of Education in Italy 1222 

Board recommendation:  Discard it as a Policy paper and tag it as a reaction. 1223 

Proceed to vote:  1224 

 In favour: 16 1225 

 Against: 0 1226 

 Abstentions: 0 1227 

The resolution is adopted 1228 

 1229 

GIACOMO: Are we keeping it as an historical article 1230 

LASSE: Yes we will still keep it in our archive.  1231 

 1232 

 2008 - Resolution Colombia 1233 

Board recommendation:  Discard it as a Policy paper and tag it as a reaction. 1234 



 

 

Proceed to vote:  1235 

 In favour: 16 1236 

 Against: 0 1237 

 Abstentions: 0 1238 

The resolution is adopted 1239 

 1240 

 2008 - Resolution on Light on the Rights campaign 1241 

Board recommendation:  Discard it as a Policy paper and delete it completely. 1242 

Proceed to vote:  1243 

 In favour: 16 1244 

 Against: 0 1245 

 Abstentions: 0 1246 

The resolution is adopted 1247 

 1248 

 1249 

 2008 - Resolution “The Future of Education in Europe 4th European School Student 1250 

Convention” 1251 

Board recommendation:  Discard it as a Policy paper and tag it as a declaration 1252 

Proceed to vote:  1253 

 In favour: 16 1254 

 Against: 0 1255 

 Abstentions: 0 1256 

The resolution is adopted 1257 

 1258 

 2009 - FSS Motion “We need order amongst the chaos” 1259 

Board recommendation:  Discard it as a Policy paper and delete it completely. 1260 

Proceed to vote:  1261 

 In favour: 16 1262 

 Against: 0 1263 

 Abstentions: 0 1264 

The resolution is adopted 1265 

 1266 

 2009 - Resolution Free knowledge for free people 1267 

Board recommendation:  Discard it as a Policy paper and delete it completely. 1268 

Proceed to vote:  1269 

 In favour: 16 1270 

 Against: 0 1271 

 Abstentions: 0 1272 

The resolution is adopted 1273 

 1274 

 2009 - Resolution Making Everybody’s voice being heard 1275 

Board recommendation:  Discard it as a Policy paper and delete it completely. 1276 

Proceed to vote:  1277 

 In favour: 16 1278 

 Against: 0 1279 



 

 

 Abstentions: 0 1280 

The resolution is adopted 1281 

 1282 

 2009 - Resolution We won’t pay your crisis 1283 

Board recommendation:  Discard it as a Policy paper and mark it as a reaction. 1284 

Proceed to vote:  1285 

 In favour: 16 1286 

 Against: 0 1287 

 Abstentions: 0 1288 

The resolution is adopted 1289 

 1290 

 2010 - OBESSU position on the Copenhagen Process 1291 

Board recommendation:  Discard it as a Policy paper and mark it as a reaction. 1292 

Proceed to vote:  1293 

 In favour: 16 1294 

 Against: 0 1295 

 Abstentions: 0 1296 

The resolution is adopted 1297 

 1298 

 2011 - Position Paper on School Student Rights Based Approach 1299 

Board recommendation:  Discard it as a Policy paper and delete it completely. 1300 

Proceed to vote:  1301 

 In favour: 16 1302 

 Against: 0 1303 

 Abstentions: 0 1304 

The resolution is adopted 1305 

 1306 

 2011 - Resolution Full actors of our future 1307 

Board recommendation:  Discard it as a Policy paper and delete it completely. 1308 

Proceed to vote:  1309 

 In favour: 16 1310 

 Against: 0 1311 

 Abstentions: 0 1312 

The resolution is adopted 1313 

 1314 

 2011 - Urgent Resolution on the Future of the Education and Youth Programmes 1315 

Board recommendation:  Discard it as a Policy paper and mark it as a position paper. 1316 

Proceed to vote:  1317 

 In favour: 16 1318 

 Against: 0 1319 

 Abstentions: 0 1320 

The resolution is adopted 1321 

 1322 

 2012 - Brindisi Statement We will not die going to school 1323 

Board recommendation:  Discard it as a Policy paper and mark it as a reaction. 1324 



 

 

Proceed to vote:  1325 

 In favour: 16 1326 

 Against: 0 1327 

 Abstentions: 0 1328 

The resolution is adopted 1329 

 1330 

 1331 

 2012 - Resolution New Skills for New Schools - Education and Training and Work 1332 

Board recommendation:  Discard it as a Policy paper and mark it as a declaration. 1333 

Proceed to vote:  1334 

 In favour: 16 1335 

 Against: 0 1336 

 Abstentions: 0 1337 

The resolution is adopted 1338 

 1339 

 2013 - Guidelines Evaluation and quality assurance of Education - 8th ESSC 1340 

Board recommendation:  Discard it as a Policy paper and mark it as a declaration. 1341 

Proceed to vote:  1342 

 In favour: 16 1343 

 Against: 0 1344 

 Abstentions: 0 1345 

The resolution is adopted 1346 

 1347 

 2013 - Policy Paper School Students’ Europe 2019 1348 

Board recommendation:  Keep it as it´s still relevant. 1349 

Proceed to vote:  1350 

 In favour: 16 1351 

 Against: 0 1352 

 Abstentions: 0 1353 

The resolution is adopted 1354 

 1355 

 2013 - Position Paper Democratic participation of School Students 1356 

Board recommendation:  Keep it as it´s still relevant. 1357 

Proceed to vote:  1358 

 In favour: 16 1359 

 Against: 0 1360 

 Abstentions: 0 1361 

The resolution is adopted 1362 

  1363 

 2013 - Position Paper on the Dual VET System 1364 

Board recommendation:  Keep it as it´s still relevant. 1365 

Proceed to vote:  1366 

 In favour: 16 1367 

 Against: 0 1368 

 Abstentions: 0 1369 



 

 

The resolution is adopted 1370 

  1371 

 1372 

 2013 - Urgent Resolution OBESSU rejects the closure of the Spanish Youth Council 1373 

Board recommendation:  Discard it as a Policy Paper and mark it as a reaction 1374 

Proceed to vote:  1375 

 In favour: 16 1376 

 Against: 0 1377 

 Abstentions: 0 1378 

The resolution is adopted 1379 

 1380 

 2014 - Guidelines on Social Inclusion in Education 1381 

Board recommendation:  Keep it as it´s still relevant. 1382 

Proceed to vote:  1383 

 In favour: 16 1384 

 Against: 0 1385 

 Abstentions: 0 1386 

The resolution is adopted 1387 

 1388 

 2014 - OBESSU crib-sheet on the Post-2015 Agenda 1389 

Board recommendation:  Discard it as a Policy Paper and mark it as a position 1390 

Proceed to vote:  1391 

 In favour: 16 1392 

 Against: 0 1393 

 Abstentions: 0 1394 

The resolution is adopted 1395 

 1396 

 2014 - Education in Crisis 1397 

Board recommendation:  Keep it as it´s still relevant. 1398 

Proceed to vote:  1399 

 In favour: 16 1400 

 Against: 0 1401 

 Abstentions: 0 1402 

The resolution is adopted 1403 

 1404 

 2014 - Urgent Resolution on Mexican Situation 1405 

Board recommendation:  Discard it as a Policy Paper and mark it as a reaction 1406 

Proceed to vote:  1407 

 In favour: 16 1408 

 Against: 0 1409 

 Abstentions: 0 1410 

The resolution is adopted 1411 

 1412 



 

 

19. Vote of trust Secretary General  1413 

 1414 

Larissa from the Board explains the contract of the secretary general: we have evaluated her 1415 

work and decided that she has done a really great job, so we recommend her to stay in our 1416 

organisation. She also presents the letter sent to the MOs about the secretariat general. We are 1417 

very happy with her work. So we suggest to the members that she should be in our organisation 1418 

for the next two years. 1419 

 1420 

Ela leaves the room. 1421 

 1422 

Floor is open for questions. 1423 

 1424 

SUS: I would like to ask if she can expand her contract two years more, after. 1425 

LARISSA: It is possible, but we do not think it is ideal; it is very unlikely to happen. 1426 

DGS: Are there any official requirements for the profile of the secretariat general? 1427 

UNEL: Which are the major changes you saw between Rasmus (former secretariat general) and 1428 

Ela? 1429 

LASSE: We, as a Board, never worked with Rasmus, so ca not really tell. 1430 

LARISSA: We can only tell the good work she has done more, like more staff in the secretariat, 1431 

financial management. 1432 

FERRE: There is an article about the work of the secretariat general but not really about the 1433 

profile. 1434 

 1435 

Secretariat general comes back to the room 1436 

 1437 

Chair opens the floor for questions. 1438 

 1439 

DGS: Why do you want to continue as a secretariat general? 1440 

ELA: Two reasons, I really like the organisation, my real professional passion is organisation 1441 

development. I see OBESSU as a very developing organisation; I see what happened after one 1442 

year and I believe that another two more years will allow me to keep working on this.  1443 

EEO: There has been some problems between communications, how do you think this will be 1444 

improved? 1445 

ELA: It is a standard thing, I think with the innovation that the Board is proposing we can do it; it 1446 

is going to take time, but with this and the effort of the MOs, hopefully it will work, if not we will 1447 

give more solutions. 1448 

 1449 

Proceed to vote: 1450 

 In favour: 16 1451 

 Against: 0 1452 

 Abstentions: 0 1453 

 1454 

Secretariat General has been trusted by consensus. 1455 

 1456 

ELA: Thank you for the trust, the evaluation of the Board and my team. 1457 



 

 

FERRE: Thank you for trust our proposal. 1458 

 1459 

20. Amendments & proposals part III 1460 

POLITICAL PLATFORM 1461 

The Chairperson explains that amendments are adopted by simple majority. He explains the 1462 

rules of the debates 1463 

 1464 

Amendment #19 1465 

Supporting 

Organisation(s) 

MAKOSZ 

Document amended  
Political Platform  

 

Line(s)  
419 

 

Amendment DELETE “equal”  
 

Rationale It is an overstatement to say that students have the competences to be 
considered equal partners in the process of designing education. We 
should stop pretending that the beneficiaries of education are indubitably 
knowledgeable enough to have an equal say with traditional decision-
makers in creating curricula.  
 

 1466 

The chair opens the floor for questions. 1467 

 1468 

EEO: I can see from our experience in EEO, that it is great to be recognized as an equal partner. 1469 

DGS: The students should have the possibility to be recognised as equal partners. 1470 

AKS: On the line 81 of the Political Platform, OBESSU demands students to be equal partners, this 1471 

is a line where there is not any proposal to amend, so this is something we already agreed. 1472 

UNEL: It is again something we strive for, we should be recognised as equal. 1473 

 1474 

DGS proposes to close the speaking list. 1475 

AKS opposes to closing the speaking list 1476 

 1477 

Proceed to vote:  1478 

In favour: 13 1479 

Against: 1 1480 

Abstentions: 2 1481 

The speaking list is closed. 1482 

 1483 



 

 

RSM: I want to add that I am against this amendment; the problem is that we are talking about our 1484 

role, about giving our positions and ideas for a better school, so it is important to have an equal 1485 

role. 1486 

MAKOSZ: We believe that students should be an equal partner in school, but when it comes to 1487 

technicalities we believe that they are not qualified to do this. 1488 

CSU: I think this is an over simplification, because there are actually no credit about how you are 1489 

accounted in education, as a decision maker. The students should be taken into account as much 1490 

as they belong to the system. 1491 

CANAE: My organisation always says that students have to be the central of the educational 1492 

system; also the perspective of every part of the educational community should be present. 1493 

AKS: I can strongly oppose to talk against people we are representing. 1494 

 1495 

There are no comments or questions and the Chairperson calls the vote.  1496 

 1497 

Proceed to vote:  1498 

In favour: 1 1499 

Against: 15 1500 

Abstentions: 0 1501 

The amendment has been rejected. 1502 

 1503 

Amendment #20 1504 

Supporting 

Organisation(s) 

MAKOSZ 

Document amended  
Political Platform  

 

Line(s)  
424 

 

Amendment DELETE “high”  
 

Rationale We feel a slight positive bias towards VET education in the Political 
Platform, we believe that the word “high” is not necessary in this context.  
 

 1505 

The chair opens the floor for questions. 1506 

 1507 

AKS: I have a technical question; there is no word “high” in the document.  1508 

DGS: DGS thinks this discussion it is not necessarily increasing value, I do not see any more point 1509 

of this discussion. 1510 

 1511 

USO proposes to close the speaking list 1512 

AKS opposes to close the speaking list 1513 

 1514 

Proceed to vote:  1515 

In favour: 12 1516 



 

 

Against: 2 1517 

Abstentions: 2 1518 

The speaking list is closed. 1519 

 1520 

AKS: We recognised as OBESSU that learning cannot be only by one way, and that different types 1521 

of learning are valuable. VET students do not get the attention they need and this is like to say no 1522 

to the VET students, like saying they have no value. We should actually keep the word. 1523 

UNEL: I agree with AKS, again it is about advocacy, we believe the line should be keep. 1524 

 1525 

There are no comments or questions and the Chairperson calls the vote.  1526 

 1527 

Proceed to vote:  1528 

In favour: 2 1529 

Against: 13 1530 

Abstentions: 1 1531 

The amendment has been rejected. 1532 

 1533 

Amendment #21 1534 

Supporting 

Organisation(s) 

MAKOSZ 

Document amended  
Political Platform  

 

Line(s)  
426-428 

 

Amendment DELETE from “OBESSU” to “knowledge”  
 

Rationale In the same way as there are low-performing athletes or people who fail 
to become good vocalists, there are people who will find it more difficult 
than others to complete the tasks they encounter along their education. 
We believe that it is counterproductive and counterfactual to pretend that 
differences in intelligence, aptitude and willingness to study do not exist.  
 

 1535 

The chair opens the floor for questions. 1536 

 1537 

UDS: I think that the amendment contradicts our political platform as we strongly criticised the 1538 

European evaluation system, there is no sense of this position in the political platform, and if 1539 

students in Europe have not the same possibilities to access to school they cannot be evaluated in 1540 

the same circumstances. 1541 

 1542 

CANAE proposes to close the speaking list. 1543 

AKS opposes to close the speaking list 1544 

 1545 

Proceed to vote:  1546 

In favour: 13 1547 



 

 

Against: 1 1548 

Abstentions: 2 1549 

The speaking list is closed 1550 

 1551 

RSM: Completely agree with EEO but I want to add, I have no instruments to qualify intelligence of 1552 

people, different results of students in Europe is caused by social problems and that is why 1553 

OBESSU should fight for. The analysis of the amendment is a bit dangerous. 1554 

EEO:  This sentence is really important to have in the political platform, because for example in 1555 

Denmark if you have high grades you can go to university and if you perform low you can go to VET 1556 

and this should not be really the case. 1557 

AKS: The political platform rejects the system, how systems use and measure education. I do not 1558 

get the argument; the sentence is there to criticize that. 1559 

 1560 

There are no comments or questions and the Chairperson calls the vote.  1561 

 1562 

Proceed to vote:  1563 

In favour: 2 1564 

Against: 13 1565 

Abstentions: 1 1566 

The amendment has been rejected. 1567 

 1568 

Coffee Break 1569 

 1570 

Roll Call:   1571 

 1572 

AKS, UDS, SIF, EEO, ISSU, CNE, SUS, UNEL, CANAE, ASUBIH, LMS, ESCU, MAKOSZ, CEF, DGS, VSK, 1573 

 

I addition, CSU is present without the right to vote; RSM and UEM are present as candidate 1574 

Organisations and; KYC and SVB are present as Affiliate Organisations. They are not included in lists of 1575 

roll calls. 1576 

 1577 

There are 17 MOs present, 3 Candidate Organisation and 2 Affiliate Organisations 1578 

 1579 

21. Gardening session Seeds for Integration 1580 

 1581 

Sara from the Board and Ela explains “Seeds for Integration” new pillars.  1582 

Lasse talks about the new toolkit of “Seeds for Integration” 1583 

Ferre suggests keeping an eye on the Basecamp and following the updates. 1584 

 1585 

The chair opens the floor for questions. 1586 

 1587 

ISSU: How in advance can you contact the Board for the grant? 1588 

UNEL: What was the first pillar again? 1589 



 

 

EEO: I think it is really important that OBESSU joins ESU, I think it is great. 1590 

CANAE: Technical point really, we want to question what “Little Mollina” means. I do not understand the 1591 

concept at all, so can you explain a bit more. 1592 

SUS: Old funding system will still work? 1593 

RSM: We joined “Seeds for Integration” enthusiastically. It is an important topic in our organisation. 1594 

SARA: So in generally when we launch the new call you can apply all year. 1595 

LASSE: Regarding the first pillar, with this new version it is going to be a little bit more open. So it is 1596 

really up to you how much money you get from the grant. 1597 

ELA: There will not be funding limit. 1598 

LARISSA: Whenever you are ready to apply you apply. 1599 

ELA: There will be advice for the applications. 1600 

LASSE: It is going to be for example a weekend when you can explain to your participants about the 1601 

situation of migrants, and they will start to develop projects about this topic. 1602 

 1603 

22. DISCUSSION OF MEMBERSHIPS  1604 

 1605 

FERRE: What we want to do is to have a discussion with you about all the MOs participation. We are 1606 

going to do it with a digital tool. 1607 

 1608 

The chair gives the floor to CSU to share their concerns about membership 1609 

 1610 

CSU: We want to express our experience with OBESSU in the last 2 years approximately. We have been 1611 

feeling gradually disappointed by the fact that what they focused on it is not what we expected. We felt 1612 

that we need to justify this in one letter. The question is whether some member organisations maybe 1613 

feel the same either on the political platform or in the events, if they feel overlap often or not. 1614 

 1615 

LARISSA: We want to know if this is the feeling of other MOs too because we want to increase our MOs 1616 

and their participation. We can build a strong movement together, so we are very interesting in hearing 1617 

how do you feel about what we developed to increase participation. She presents the platform to assess 1618 

this topic. 1619 

LARISSA: We will discuss what your ideas to improve our participation are. Ideas on how to improve 1620 

Basecamp for example, based on the comments from the MOS. 1621 

UNEL: I think you can include personal notifications, so it is better when something needs urgent 1622 

reaction, as not everyone is checking Basecamp every day. 1623 

EEO: I think it is the Board´s and IO´s fault not to check Basecamp. 1624 

LARISSA: About guiding our new IOs better, this will be more specific training, with direct support, right 1625 

when you become elected, Basecamp should be an important part of this training. 1626 

DGS: We support the idea, I think it is a good concept; they give the example of their MO. 1627 

UNEL: Sometimes is really confusing as we have lot of people changing, so people should be named by 1628 

the names of their MOs. 1629 

LARISSA: It is a very technical thing, maybe Giorgio and Ela can check this. About the contact with the 1630 

MOs, there was quite low response to the mail from the MOs and on the Basecamp. We are very happy 1631 

to discuss this and how can we improve, we will have this discussion in our next Board meeting. 1632 

UNEL: We did a comment about statuary meeting. More participation at events. 1633 

ROB: This is going to be available for all IOs in the future. 1634 

 1635 



 

 

23. Amendments & proposals part III 1636 

POLITICAL PLATFORM 1637 

The Chairperson explains that amendments are adopted by simple majority. He explains the rules of the 1638 

debates. 1639 

 1640 

FERRE: Just to say that the amendments we do not reach today we will discuss it in the next Statutory 1641 

meeting.  1642 

 1643 

Amendment to the amendment #22 1644 

Supporting 

Organisation(s) 

AKS 

Document amendend  
Political Platform (Amendment to amendment 22)  

 

Line(s)  
428-440  
 

 

Amendment  
ADD “A degree in VET should entitle the student to access both academic 
and vocational third-level education and must not be regarded worth less 
than a degree in academic secondary education.”  
 

AFTER “It should be possible to pursue a degree in both VET and 
academic secondary education. REPLACE “appraisable” WITH “all”  
 

 

Rationale  
We are welcoming the aim of clearly structuring this section. However, 
removing the part which describes that VET should entitle the student 
access to a tertiary degree is contradictory to following lines of the 
political platform:  
Line 130-131: “We trust that all the obstacles keeping young people 
from entering any educational paths must be abolished.”  
Line 136: “free and equal access to all educational institutions for all, 
disregarding social standing.” 
 

 

 1645 

The chairperson opens the floor for questions. 1646 

 1647 

EEO: Yeah, It is correct and that is the reason I want to remove it and I do not think it is against the 1648 

political platform. 1649 

UNEL: This is the part about VET education, we agreed with the amendment of AKS. 1650 

RSM: I think the amendment of EEO is quite good but I also think about the part of access to third 1651 

level education, it should be maintained because in many countries it is not opened. It should stay 1652 

in the VET section. 1653 

AKS: It will be clearer if a person wants to read about this topic in OBESSU. If this is missing, then 1654 

it will not have the same meaning. 1655 



 

 

UNEL: We really appreciate that they want to change the structure, but not in the way they are 1656 

suggesting. 1657 

 1658 

There are no more comments or questions and the Chairperson calls the vote.  1659 

 1660 

Proceed to vote (amendment to the amendment 22):  1661 

In favour: 8 1662 

         Against: 4 1663 

Abstentions: 4 1664 

The amendment has been adopted. 1665 

 1666 

 1667 

Amendment #22 1668 

Supporting 

Organisation(s) 

EEO 

Document amended  
Political Platform  

 

Line(s)  
428-440 

 

Amendment Replace:  

“It is the task of the earlier school types to guide students towards an 

informed choice when facing continuous education within either 

academia or VET.  

A degree in VET should entitle the student to access both academic and 

vocational third-level education and must not be regarded worth less than 

a degree in academic secondary education. It should also be possible to 

pursue a degree in both VET and academic secondary education.  

The foremost role of VET is a path to personal self-fulfilment and that the 

learning and development should be given more priority than the 

demands of labour market.  

OBESSU believes the precondition of quality in VET must always be 

competent teachers and trainers, alongside learning-conductive facilities 

that meet the requirements.  

Education of VET trainers should provide the perspective of both 

professional training and a teacher’s pedagogical education.  

Student counselling services must make sure never to label VET as an 

education into which students with low ambition are pushed into.”  

With  

“It is the task of the earlier school types to guide students towards an 



 

 

informed choice when facing continuous education within either 

academia or VET. Student counselling services must make sure never to 

label VET as an education which students with low ambition are pushed 

into.  

It should be possible to pursue a degree in both VET and academic 

secondary education.  

The foremost role of VET is a path to personal self-fulfillment and that 

the learning and development should be given more priority than the 

demands of the labour market.  

OBESSU believes the precondition of quality in VET must always be 

competent teachers and trainers, alongside learning-conductive facilities 

that meet the requirements.  

Education of VET trainers should provide the perspective of both  

professional training and a teacher’s pedagogical education.”  

Rationale The whole section about VET is very messy, and this ought to help 

cleaning some of the mess up.  

We moved the last sentence up to the other sentence concerning student 

counselling and guidance.  

We removed the section which describes that VET should entitle the 

student access to a tertiary degree.  

 

 1669 

There are no comments or questions and the Chairperson calls the vote.  1670 

 1671 

Proceed to vote:  1672 

In favour: 11 1673 

Against: 0 1674 

Abstentions: 5 1675 

The amendment has been adopted. 1676 

 1677 

Amendment #23 1678 

Supporting 

Organisation(s) 

MAKOSZ 

Document amended  
Political Platform  

 

Line(s)  
456-457 

 



 

 

Amendment Replace:  

“break social norms of gender, class and ability” WITH “not feel bound by 
social norms of gender or class”  
 

Rationale We feel like this demand is intended to suggest that we should purposely 
pressure people to choose paths which do not match their traditional 
selection of careers. We should not try to brake norms, the goal should 
be to educate students to make these decisions unbound by any norms 
(in our view, being staunchly opposed to traditional norms is also a 
norm). Also, we believe that ability should be taken into consideration 
when choosing a professional path.  
 

 1679 

The chair opens the floor for questions. 1680 

 1681 

UNEL: It is also about education environment, the formulation of it is very subjective, and breaking 1682 

norms does not just mean to see different approaches.  1683 

USO: We think there is a minimal amount of suffering with social norms, so by not feeling this 1684 

impact anymore, then the problem does not matter; we have to abolish these social norms by 1685 

breaking them. 1686 

AKS: In the platform, OBESSU also demands support to students to find their own identity 1687 

regarding the norms, education system. This is only by breaking the education system. 1688 

MAKOSZ: We believe that the minimal amount of suffering does not mean necessarily breaking 1689 

norms; school as we have agreed should not be a place of any political ideology. The political 1690 

school should not necessarily involve people breaking norms but questioning, which is not the 1691 

same. 1692 

 1693 

The chair propose to close the speaking list 1694 

AKS opposes to close the speaking list. 1695 

 1696 

Proceed to vote:  1697 

In favour: 11 1698 

Against: 2 1699 

Abstentions: 3 1700 

Speaking list It is now closed 1701 

 1702 

UNEL: The formulation is very subjective it takes staff out, norms are there to be broken, and 1703 

school should be an inclusive environment. 1704 

CANAE: We are not talking about political ideologies but social values so it is not the same. 1705 

 1706 

There are no comments or questions and the Chairperson calls the vote.  1707 

 1708 

Proceed to vote:  1709 

In favour: 3 1710 

Against: 9 1711 



 

 

Abstentions: 4 1712 

The amendment has been rejected. 1713 

 1714 

 1715 

Amendment #24 1716 

Supporting 

Organisation(s) 

MAKOSZ 

Document amended  
Political Platform  

 

Line(s)  
460 

 

Amendment DELETE from “equal” to “training”  
 

Rationale The way humans attribute value (in the economical sense) to certain 
merits is and should be determined by the free market, and cannot be 
altered by our decrees or wishes. When it comes to the prestige of 
secondary school diplomas, we believe that the basic conception is the 
same.  
 

 1717 

The chair opens the floor for questions. 1718 

 1719 

AKS: It should go after what we decide, and we already decided this because OBESSU stands for 1720 

diverse for education and equal access. Access to third level education is also not granted to be 1721 

an equal access. 1722 

UNEL: Again, it is the same question over again, why we should just erase it in our political 1723 

platform; it is something OBESSU goes against. We should learn for life, we say do not delete it. 1724 

RSM: This is a bit complex because everything can change really fast. 1725 

UDS: Companies should not decide what parts of educations are bad. 1726 

 1727 

MAKOSZ proposes to close the speaking list 1728 

AKS opposes to close the speaking list 1729 

 1730 

Proceed to vote:  1731 

In favour: 10 1732 

Against: 5 1733 

Abstentions: 1 1734 

The speaking list is closed. 1735 

 1736 

There are no comments or questions and the Chairperson calls the vote.  1737 

 1738 

Proceed to vote:  1739 

In favour: 1 1740 

Against: 12 1741 



 

 

Abstentions: 3 1742 

The amendment has been rejected. 1743 

 1744 

 1745 

EEO: I oppose to the order of the proposals, I suggest discussing the amendment number 26 1746 

instead of the amendment 25. 1747 

 1748 

The chair suggests not changing the order of the amendments. 1749 

 1750 

CNE suggests discussing both. 1751 

 1752 

Proceed to vote:  1753 

In favour: 3 1754 

Against: 8 1755 

Abstentions: 5 1756 

The proposal is rejected. 1757 

 1758 

Amendment #25 1759 

Supporting 

Organisation(s) 

MAKOSZ 

Document amended  
Political Platform  

 

Line(s)  
465 

 

Amendment REPLACE “have the right” WITH “be encouraged”  

 

Rationale The state (and no other entity) should have the right to force companies 

to employ apprentices if they do not want to. Apprenticeships should be 

encouraged and valued, but should by no means be imposed on 

companies.  

 

 1760 

The chair opens the floor for questions 1761 

 1762 

LARISSA: We just want to talk about the way we approach our documents, it makes a very strong 1763 

point that we advocate for the right of apprentices.  1764 

AKS: An apprentice is not in a position to ensure that his apprenticeship has fair conditions, so 1765 

that is why they need the rights to ensure these conditions. This is something every apprentice 1766 

wants. 1767 

ASUBIH: Considering the fact that the people who attend VET will do different jobs in the future, 1768 

they should have these rights. We should assure they do properly. 1769 

 1770 



 

 

There are no comments or questions and the Chairperson calls the vote.  1771 

 1772 

Proceed to vote:  1773 

In favour: 1 1774 

Against: 11 1775 

Abstentions: 3 1776 

The amendment has been rejected.  1777 

UDS was not in the room so 15 is a valid number of votes. 1778 

 1779 

24. Urgent resolutions and motions 1780 

 1781 

    There are no urgent resolutions and motions. 1782 

 1783 

25. Any other business 1784 

 1785 

CANAE: First of all say thank you and congratulations for this amazing COMEM. I would like to 1786 

share some reflexions about this COMEM; there has been lot of amendments rejected for having 1787 

just one vote. There are also things that are important and we could not reach a consensus in that. 1788 

Another point about the amendments is that is only about the political platform, we should maybe 1789 

reflect more on the policy documents and make reflexions about international links with other 1790 

organisations. 1791 

RSM: We want to say thanks for being a new member, and that we will try to work in other 1792 

documents that are not just the political platform, more about what OBESSU should do and not just 1793 

what OBESSU should be. We will try to focus more on this, stimulate the debate about that. 1794 

MAKOSZ: I understand your frustration with the amount of amendments but it is an expression of 1795 

democracy, we think it is needed for us to present our opinions. 1796 

DGS: We agreed by the points of CANAE, we might be focus on the general papers of OBESSU, will 1797 

be productive to have more debates. Considering the effort we used in this COMEM, it is very 1798 

fruitful, and it is good to see people debating.  1799 

UNEL: We have statutory meeting to discuss other issues and it is not about the amount of 1800 

amendments but about productiveness, no problem if you amend a document but it is important 1801 

how much you use your argumentation.  1802 

EEO: Thank you for the COMEM, it is important to acknowledge that we did not have the room for 1803 

more work here. 1804 

 1805 



 

 

26. Closing of the COMEM 2017 1806 

 1807 

The Chairperson thanks all the delegates for all the civilised discussions: It is good to come back 1808 

and see this student activeness, thanks for the constructive debates. I am very happy to see 1809 

OBESSU growing and that there are a lot of super active and motivated school student activists. 1810 

FERRE from the Board does the closing speech. 1811 

The Chairperson closes the Council of Members of OBESSU 2017.  1812 

 1813 


